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Introduction
We recognise that making decisions about subjects to study in Year 10, thinking about further education
and career choices is difficult. For this reason, students and their parents need to be aware of where they
can access additional information and guidance for this process.
As part of this process students will have the following:

Year 9 Options Evening

Information from subject teachers about the courses.

Information and advice on where to get additional guidance through Miss Webber (Careers
Education, Information, Advice and Guidance Coordinator.)

Year 9 Parents’ Evening.
Once the subject choices are received, they are sorted and checked. In some circumstances, a few
students may be disappointed in not obtaining all of their first choice of subjects.
The reason for this could be:

Students have made choices that cannot be fitted into a timetable structure.

If the number of students choosing a subject is too small to run the course.
Students and parents will be notified of any subsequent changes made. Clearly it is our aim to keep these
amendments to an absolute minimum.
Each student needs to ensure they take advantage of all information, advice and guidance on offer.
However, if further guidance is required then please contact your son/daughter’s tutor or Mr Crook, Head
of Year.

Ms T Brogan
Headteacher

The Process
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Options Launched — Tuesday 5th February 2019
There will be special assemblies and events in classes and at lunch-time. Students should use this
time well so that they are fully informed about the subjects they want to choose.
Options Evening for parents — Thursday 7th February 2019
There will be a presentation for parents regarding the options process. There will also be a chance to
speak with departments about the courses on offer.
Parents’ Evening — Thursday 7th March 2019
There will be opportunities to discuss possible option choices with subject teachers as well as
finding out about progress this year.
Option Choices Deadline — Wednesday 13th March 2019
This will be the deadline for option choices — all forms must be returned to tutors by this date (these
can be handed in earlier).
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The Key Stage 4 Curriculum
The Key Stage 4 Curriculum is broadly divided into two sections: The Core subjects and Optional subjects.

The Core
These subjects are compulsory and
are studied by all students.

Core Subjects
English
Mathematics
Science
PE






EBacc subjects




French
Geography
History

Student choices
Students will need to choose four
subjects and a reserve subject.
Parents/carers will receive, through
the post, a letter offering additional
guidance regarding how many of the
EBacc subjects you should choose.
Options forms need to be completed
and returned to form tutors by 13th
March 2019
Once all option forms are completed
we will analyse all requests carefully
and try to accommodate as many
preferences as possible.
Please be aware that it is not always
possible to offer all combinations of
subjects.
5

EBacc subjects
Students will receive guidance as to
selecting these subjects and how many
they should choose.

Option subjects
















Art
Computer Science
Digital Information Technology (ICT)
Engineering
Enterprise (Business Studies)
Food and Nutrition
French
Geography
Health and Social Care
History
Media Studies
Music
Performing Arts
Religious Studies
Sport
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How do qualifications work at KS4?
GCSEs are the most common type of Level 1 and 2 qualifications for KS4 and consist of formal exams.
BTECs are work-related qualifications that are assessed through assignments and an external
examination. They are ideal for students who have a strong interest in the subject area and enjoy
assignments.

KS4 Grading
From 2018 all GCSE courses will have moved to the new GCSEs.
The new GCSE examinations are designed to be more
challenging and the grading structure reflects this challenge.
Essentially the main difference between the new and old courses
is that there is less emphasis on coursework or ‘controlled
assessments’ in the new ‘linear’ GCSE . Additionally there will
only be examinations at the end of Year 11, rather than modular
exams throughout Year 10 and Year 11, as we have had with
previous GCSE courses

Key points
The bottom of grade 1 is aligned with the bottom of grade G. Grade 5 is positioned in the top third of the
marks for a current grade C and bottom third of the marks for a current grade B. This will mean it will be
of greater demand than the present grade C. Grade 7 will be positioned at an A and the same proportion
of students as previously achieved an A or above will get a level 7 or above. For each examination, the
top 20 per cent of those who get grade 7 or above will get a grade 9 – the very highest performers.
All the GCSEs are Level 2 qualifications and have the same points value for applications for places in the
Sixth Form.
• Linear GCSEs are graded from 9-1, with a 4 being considered a standard pass grade and grades 9-5
being considered ‘good’ pass grades
• A 9-4 grade at GCSE or a pass, merit or distinction on a Level 2 BTEC course is a Level 2
qualification.
• A 3-1 grade at GCSE, or a pass on a Level 1 BTEC course is a Level 1 qualification.
The level you achieve at the end of Key Stage 4 enables you to progress to your post 16 choice. This
may be to a Sixth Form, to courses at Further Education Colleges, to an apprenticeship, or to
employment with training.
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Important information you need to consider when making your
choices:
The English Baccalaureate is a measure the government has introduced in order to promote a
breadth of academic study. To achieve this you need to attain a grade 4 or above in five subjects:
English, Maths, Science (two qualifications), Geography or History and a Modern Foreign
Language e.g. French or German.
Students will receive separate guidance as to how many of these subjects they should choose.

How do I choose?
Try to choose subjects …..
• that you think you will enjoy and feel you are good at
• that you may need for future education and/or your career
• that you are most likely to work enthusiastically in and succeed at
• that provide a balance and variety. By keeping a balance at this stage, you will not restrict future
options.
DO
• Do talk to parent(s), carer(s), subject teachers, careers staff and students who are in KS4 and are
studying the particular subject.
• DO read the subject details in this booklet carefully and ask if you need to know more.
• DO opt for a balanced choice of subjects to keep future careers and study options open.
DON’T
• DON’T choose a subject just because you like a particular teacher (or avoid a subject because you
dislike a teacher) - it is likely you will have a different teacher next year.
• DON’T choose a subject just because your friends are choosing it. You are deciding about your
future and your friends may not be in the same group as you.
• DON’T be misled by the title of a subject into thinking you need it for a career.
Make sure you have thought about a reserve choice.
The Academy offers an excellent range of option subjects, but subjects can only run if enough
students choose them, we cannot allow classes to be too big either. The Academy always does its
best to provide you with your first choices, but if we cannot, we will discuss with you the reasons
why and ask you to choose another subject.

7
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Course Outline
English Language
All students will be working towards the AQA GCSE
English or English Language award. You will continue
to work on improving your technical and
communication skills across the syllabus. The course
will involve looking closely at both your and others’
use of language in different styles of writing and
exploring a wide range of texts. You will be
encouraged to engage in a wide range of reading from
the 19th, 20th and 21st Centuries. Speaking and
listening is still a compulsory component, in the form
of spoken language, but will be awarded separately
from the GCSE.
English Literature
In addition to English Language, all GCSE students will
also embark upon the study of English Literature in
Year 10. You will study a range of texts including a
19th Century text, a play by Shakespeare and a range
of poetry, giving you an insight into some of the skills
required at AS and A Level. Your creative ability will be
developed through reading and writing and you will be
encouraged to engage in wider reading in order to
inspire you further.

If you have any questions please contact
Miss Wagnall: English@astreaernulf.org
ASSESSMENT METHOD: Literature
Paper One (40% of final grade: 1 hour 45mins)
- Section A: Shakespeare play (analysis of a
provided extract and making links to whole text)
- Section B: 19th Century novel (analysis of a
provided extract and making links to whole text)
Paper Two (60% of final grade: 2 hours 15mins)
- Section A: Modern Text (analysis of a provided
extract and making links to whole text)
- Section B: Poetry Anthology (analysis of a
specified poem and making links to another poem
from the anthology)
- Section C: Unseen Poetry (analysis and
comparison of two unseen poems)
11

ENGLISH

Available to:

All Students

Qualification:

GCSE

Awarding Body:

AQA

ASSESSMENT METHOD: Language
Paper One: Explorations in creative reading and
writing (50% of final grade: 1 hour 45mins)
- Section A: Analysis of one unseen fiction text
to establish the writer’s intentions and
techniques: 4 questions
- Section B: Creative writing inspired by the topic
in section A: choice of 2 questions
Paper Two: Writers viewpoints and perspectives
(50% of final grade1 hour 45mins)
- Section A: Analysis and comparison of two
unseen texts (one fiction, one non-fiction): 4
questions
- Section B: Producing a written text to a set
genre, audience and purpose: 1 set question

Post 16
Opportunities and Careers

English will provide you with a key qualification
as it will equip you with essential independent
skills in thinking, reading, writing, speaking and
listening. You will develop the ability to read and
understand both literary and non-literary texts,
and develop accuracy, fluency and style to
communicate your ideas more effectively
through writing and speaking. These skills are
useful in all aspects of modern academic and
professional life, from researching briefs and
writing professional letters, to developing the
ability to discuss ideas and give presentations. It
is consequently one of the first qualifications
you are asked about by prospective employers,
as good communication skills are an important
part of the modern workplace. A good pass in
GCSE English/English Language is often an
essential requirement for entry into higher and
further education and you will be able to apply
many of these skills to your work in other
subject areas.

MATHEMATICS
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Course Outline
Students will be studying an expanded curriculum,
with a much greater emphasis on problem solving.
The new content is designed to build on KS2 and
KS3 content, which has been introduced at the same
time. Specific details can be read at the following
website address:
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/
attachment_data/file/254441/
GCSE_mathematics_subject_content_and_assessment_objectives.p
df

The key areas of study are:
• Numbers
• Algebra

Available to:

All Students

Qualification:

GCSE

Awarding Body:

AQA

ASSESSMENT METHOD: 100% Exam
The new GCSE will be assessed by three
examinations, each lasting 1 hour 30 mins.
The first of these papers is a non-calculator
paper.

If you have any questions please contact
Mrs Blacow: Maths@astreaernulf.org

• Ratio, Proportion and Rates of Change
• Geometry and Measures
• Probability and Statistics
Not only will you further your basic numeracy, but
you will also improve your problem-solving skills
and your understanding of how to interpret and
handle numbers and mathematical information
(functional skills) that you will meet in everyday life.
Mathematics is a versatile tool, that can be used to
help you in many other subjects, such as Science.

Post 16
Opportunities and Careers

GCSE Mathematics is generally required by most
employers and by those wishing to go on to
higher education. It gives a good background for
those hoping to go into commerce or industry
and especially those professions with a financial
emphasis.
Most university courses in any subject require a
specific level in Mathematics at GCSE.
However, the government has also placed high
expectation on students gaining at least a level 5
in the new examination and this will, as a
consequence, become the new level for which to
aim.
Any student who does not achieve a high
enough grade will have to continue their Maths
education in their post-16 studies.

12
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Qualification:

GCSE

Awarding Body:

AQA

SCIENCE

Course Outline
Combined Science (Trilogy)

ASSESSMENT METHOD:
Six Papers: Two Biology, two Chemistry and two
Physics. Each will assess different topics and all
will be sat at the end of Year 11.
There are a number of required practicals students
complete during the course. These practicals are
assessed through the final exams.
Tiers: Foundation or Higher
Question Types: Multiple choice, structured, closed,
short answer and open response.

Triple Science

More commonly known as ‘Double Science’,
students studying the Combined Science: Trilogy
will cover the three Science disciplines. Students
will study separate units of Biology, Physics and
Chemistry.
Combined Science: Trilogy takes a logical and
coherent journey through the new Science
curriculum and will provide a solid foundation to
studying Science at A level and is worth two
GCSEs.
In Double Science each exam is worth 70 marks
and represents 16.67% of the final grade. At the
end of Year 11 you will be awarded a double
grade.

If you have any questions please contact
Mrs Tracey: Science@astreaernulf.org

You may be offered the chance to study triple
science during your Science lessons. Here you will
study separate GCSEs in Biology, Chemistry and
Physics.
You will study the same content as for double
Science but with some additional topics that are
only part of the separate GCSEs.
You will still take 6 exams – two for each Science
subject. Each exam will be 100 marks and will be
worth 50% of the final grade.

Post 16
Opportunities and Careers

‘A’ levels in Biology, Chemistry, Physics and
Applied Science can be accessed by either
Combined science or Triple science. However,
students will need to meet the subject
requirements in terms of grades before gaining
entry onto A level courses.
13

“Double Science is challenging and interesting with
some fun practicals!”
“I like that we study separate units of Biology,

Chemistry and Physics, as this has now given me a
better idea of the subject that I’d like to study at Alevel.”

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
(no exam)Booklet
Year 9 Options
Course Outline
What is the subject about?
In recognition of the importance the Academy
places on ensuring wider participation in sport and
exercise amongst our students, Ernulf continues to
offer 2 hours of PE across the KS4 curriculum. As a
result we are able to offer a very broad range of
activities to suit all individual interests and ability
levels.
A brief outline of our core PE provision in both
Years 10 and 11 is outlined below.
As part of the KS4 PE curriculum offer, students are
engaged in a wide range of sports. Some activities
may be seen as a continuation from the KS3
curriculum, with the emphasis on ensuring students
further refine and develop the key skills necessary
in competitive situations. Sports such as netball,
football, basketball, rugby, and hockey will be
incorporated, and these sports will have been a key
part of the students’ KS3 experience in PE.
Within KS4 various new activities are also
introduced, including sports such as volleyball,
lacrosse, and fitness training. All activities within
the KS4 curriculum are carefully selected, in order
to best suit our students needs and interests. It is
very much hoped that our ability to tailor our PE
offer, based on our students, will mean that both
engagement and attainment are maximised
throughout KS4.
In Years 10 and 11 students are provided the
opportunity of taking part in PE with an increasing
emphasis on developing additional skills and
knowledge in a variety of roles. Students are
expected to take on leadership roles (such as being
an official) where appropriate, and demonstrate the
leadership skills learnt throughout their KS3 PE
lessons. This may involve leading warm ups, or
could include coaching a team. In addition,
students are encouraged to develop their individual
and team performance levels across all activities
completed.

For further information contact Miss Moniz:
Sport@astreaernulf.org
14

Where possible, students are provided with a
greater element of choice within core PE in Year 11.
The focus is very much on encouraging students to
maintain involvement in sport, and again an
emphasis is placed on student led learning where
possible.
Extra-Curricular Physical Education and School
Sport
The PE department offers an outstanding extracurricular provision for PE and Sport. All students
will continue to be provided with opportunities for
competition at various levels: this could range from
B team tournaments, up to county and national
competitions. A vast range of clubs are offered
during the lunchtime, after-school, and also now
before school! In addition to regular clubs and
fixtures, further opportunities exist for students to
take leadership qualifications, coaching awards,
and also to engage in further competition through a
range of inter-school competitions.

Year 9 Options Booklet

GCSE Options
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Course Outline
Fine Art

Qualification:

GCSE

Awarding Body:

OCR

In GCSE Fine Art, you will be given the opportunity
to explore and develop a wide range of skills in a
variety of art specialisms.
In Year 10, there is a strong emphasis on skills
building. You will be able to explore different
specialisms, including Photography, Drawing,
Painting and Printmaking. You will be encouraged
to develop and experiment with ideas, methods
and media to improve upon and expand your
artistic knowledge. You will complete a short
project in Year 10, based on a specific starting
point.
The main Coursework Project starts in the summer
of Year 10. You will be given a set starting point
from which you will create your own project brief.
The project will involve studying and learning from
the work of other artists, as well as developing
your practical skills through experimentation with
materials and techniques. You will be encouraged
to work to your strengths, choosing from the skills
you have explored during the year, and refining
them to create an original piece of work as the
project Final Outcome.
Homework is set weekly and will relate to your
practical coursework. For you to succeed in this
course, independent study must become an
integral part of your way of working.

If you have any questions please contact
Ms Mansfield: Art@astreaernulf.org
Post 16
Opportunities and Careers

ASSESSMENT METHOD:
Coursework is 60% of you final GCSE grade,
with a final examination at the end of Year 11
worth 40%.
The exam is a practical project and can be in
any of the specialisms in which you have
developed skills throughout the GCSE course.
The exam consists of a set preparation time
(about 10 weeks), with teacher guidance and
input, and a final outcome produced
independently under exam conditions (10 hour
exam).
16

The GCSE in Fine Art will enable you to develop
creative and practical skills, and to broaden your
visual appreciation of art. The courses will give
you an opportunity to extend your ideas and
skills through both directed study and tuition, as
well as through your own personal interests,
home study and research.
The course is also an ideal stepping stone to artrelated occupations and college courses which
are widely available both locally and nationally.
Students achieving a good GCSE grade can
progress to study an A Level in Fine Art,
Graphics or Photography at the Astrea Sixth
Form Centre.

COMPUTER SCIENCE
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Course Outline
This is a course that has real relevance in our
modern world. While students will no doubt already
have some knowledge of computers and related
areas, the course will give them an in-depth
understanding of how computer technology works
and a look at what goes on ‘behind the scenes’.
As part of this, they will investigate computer
programming, which many students find interesting.
Through this study of computer programming, the
course will help students develop computational
thinking skills, critical thinking, analysis and
problem-solving skills.
For many, it will be a fun and interesting way to
develop these skills, which can be transferred to
other subjects and even applied in day-to-day life.
In this way, the course will stimulate interest and
engagement with technology and technologyrelated careers.

Qualification:

GCSE

Awarding Body:

AQA

ASSESSMENT METHOD:
Paper 1 - Computational thinking and problem
solving.
(Comprises a 1 hour 30 mins written exam, 80
marks, 40% of total marks.)
 Paper 2 - Written assessment (theoretical
knowledge).
(Comprises a 1 hour 30 mins written exam, 80
marks, 40% of total marks.)
 Non-examined assessment - development and
documentation of system.
(Comprises of a single piece of controlled
assessment, roughly 20 hours, 20% of total
marks.)


Due to the challenging nature of this course it is
recommended only students who have a minimum
target grade of 5 in English and 6 in Mathematics
should apply. If you have English or Maths targets
lower than this then the BTEC Tech Award in Digital
Information Technology would be a great choice!

Post 16
Opportunities and Careers

GCSE Computer Science course gets students
working with real-world, practical programming
techniques which give them a good
understanding of what makes technology work.
Developed collaboratively with teachers,
industry and the wider computer science
community, this GCSE has built-in progression
to further studies and is recognised as
developing the skills that employers value.

If you have any questions please contact
Mr Fofeh: Enterprise@astreaernulf.org
17

FOOD PREPARATION
AND NUTRITION
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Booklet
Course Outline
This course will equip students with knowledge,
understanding and skills in the following:
• Practical cookery (usually once a week).
• Applying principles of food science.
• Making informed choices about food and
nutrition.
This will enable students to feed themselves, and
others, affordably and nutritiously, now and later
on in life.
Over the two-year course students will:
 Explore a variety of food commodities

Learn about nutrition
 Gain knowledge of the science of food
 Consider food spoilage and how it can be
prevented
 Learn a variety of cooking and food
preparation methods
 Gain knowledge of diet and good health
 Consider food manufacture and production
 Discuss sustainability
 Experience meal planning
The Non-Examined Assessment (NEA) is divided
into two parts which are both undertaken in Year
11:
• A scientific investigation into the preparation and
cooking of food, for example ‘pastry’ (15% of final
grade).
• Creating dishes to form a menu, including
research, trialling and tasting, cooking, presenting
and evaluating (35% of final grade).

18

Qualification:

GCSE

Awarding Body:

OCR

ASSESSMENT METHOD:
Written paper 50% - Coursework 50%
The course is broken into two parts:
‘The Principles of Food Preparation & Nutrition’
‘Food Preparation & Nutrition in Action.’

If you have any questions please contact
Mr Fowler: Technology@astreaernulf.org

Post 16
Opportunities and Careers

It will give you a good basis on which to build a
career in one of the largest, most dynamic and
constantly changing industries, ‘Food and
Hospitality.’ The course allows progression to A
Level Food or Catering College. More than that
though, it will give you an understanding of food
products, ingredients and cooking methods.
A large part of the course will be about learning
practical skills and the science of food through
cookery and testing. Students who wish to enter
careers in Food Science, Catering, Marketing,
Hospitality, Sports, Dietetics, Nursing or other
Health-related occupations may find the course
of benefit.

Year 9 Options Booklet
Qualification:

GCSE

Awarding Body:

AQA

ASSESSMENT METHOD:
All GCSE assessments are based on the
following themes:
1. Identity and culture
2. Local, national, international and global areas
of interest
3. Current and future study and employment
Each skill - Listening, Reading, Speaking and
Writing, is assessed separately and each
accounts for 25% of the final grade awarded.

Post 16
Opportunities and Careers

Students will develop transferable skills that
support higher education study and the
transition to employment, together with an
understanding and appreciation of French
speaking countries and their cultures.
A GCSE of a Grade 6 or above in this subject
gives you the opportunity to continue your
studies at AS/A2 level. Knowledge of a foreign
language is also a very useful advantage to any
type of employment. In addition you will have the
basis for learning language taken later in life.
Speaking more than one language fluently can
lead to careers in teaching, translating and
interpreting, finance, sales and marketing in
many different business sectors.
In an increasingly competitive job market,
employers value students who have a language
qualification, as it demonstrates not only the
ability to speak another language, but also that a
student has good analytical skills and powers of
deduction.

19

MFL FRENCH

Course Outline
You will be expected to demonstrate your ability
to:


Describe, write and talk about a picture



Present a topic of interest and answer questions



Role-play a variety of different scenarios



Compose short written texts (40-150 words)



Understand a variety of Listening and Reading
tasks



Translate short phrases from French to English
and from English to French



Respond to an extract from French Literature

If you have any questions please contact Mr Clarke
MFL@astreaernulf.org
“A man who knows two languages is worth two
men” French Proverb
“I chose a language at GCSE because I felt it was

essential to making progress through school and
life. People are impressed when they see you can
speak a language and it gets you further in jobs
and education.”
“I took a language GCSE because I feel like having

another language is an important skill to have if
you are travelling or doing business worldwide. It
was also fun.”
“I chose French at GCSE in order to develop my

language skills and to be able to learn different
languages more easily.”

GEOGRAPHY Year 9 Options Booklet
Course Outline
Our new GCSE Geography course is written by
AQA who have a number of excellent resources
available including a brand new textbook and a
number of online resources.
The course covers a wide range of topics, so you
should never be bored. Everything from the
impacts of earthquakes, to the management of
cities is covered. There is also the opportunity for
you to further develop and practise your numeracy
and literacy skills, as well as become a more
independent learner, through building good
research and investigation skills.
There is no coursework for this GCSE but students
will need to participate in 2 compulsory sessions
of fieldwork which they will be examined on during
Paper 3. The fieldwork will take place in the
Summer term of year 10.

Qualification:

GCSE

Awarding Body:

AQA

ASSESSMENT METHOD:
Paper 1: Living with the physical environment.
1 hour 30 mins paper worth 35%
-Section A: Challenge of natural hazards:
earthquakes, weather hazards, climate change.
-Section B: The living world:
ecosystems, tropical rainforests, hot deserts.
-Section C: Physical landscapes in the UK:
coastal landscapes, river landscapes
Paper 2: Challenges in the human environment.
1 hour 30 mins paper worth 35%
-Section A: Urban issues and challenges,
urban world, urban change in the UK, urban
sustainability.
-Section B: The changing economic world, the
development gap, newly emerging economies,
the changing UK economy.
-Section C: The challenge of resource
management, food management.
Paper 3: Application and Skills.
-1 hour 15 mins paper worth 30%

Post 16
Opportunities and Careers

In the St Neots Sixth Form, the department runs
A levels in both Geography and Geology, both
are popular courses and offer opportunities to
travel.
At A level there are enrichment trips to New York
and Iceland and smaller fieldwork trips to the
Dorset coast, Wisbech and Isle of Arran.

If you have any queries, please contact Mr McElroy
Humanities@astreaernulf.org
20
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Qualification:

GCSE

Awarding Body:

Edexcel

HISTORY

ASSESSMENT METHOD: 100% Exam
Paper 1 - Thematic Study & Historic Environment
Medicine in Britain c1250-present and The
Western Front in the First World War, 1914 -18
1 hour 15 minutes exam 30% of the GCSE
Paper 2 - Period and British Depth study
Superpower relations and the Cold War, 1941-91
and Early Elizabethan England, 1558-88
1 hour 45 mins exam 40% of the GCSE
Paper 3 - Modern Depth Study
Weimar and Nazi Germany, 1918-39
1 hour 20 mins exam 30% of the GCSE

Course Outline
The objective of the course is to develop your
understanding of a range of different historical
periods. In Year 10, students study Modern History,
with a focus on the 20th Century. The course begins
by examining the history of medicine through time.
Students will also explore what life on the Western
Front in the First World War was like. The course
continues by focusing on Weimar and Nazi
Germany, including an analysis of how Hitler came
to power and life in Nazi Germany. In Year 11,
students study the relationship between the USA
and the USSR in the Cold War. The final area of
content covered is an investigation into Early
Elizabethan England, paying particular attention to
Queen Elizabeth’s reign.
GCSE History students have the opportunity of one
curriculum enrichment trip.
In Year 11 the
department offers a trip to Krakow, to visit
Auschwitz as part of their study of Nazi Germany
and the Cold War.
21

If you have any questions please contact Mr Green
Humanities@astreaernulf.org

Post 16
Opportunities and Careers

The skills gained through studying History are
applicable to many careers including politics, the
Civil Service, teaching, law and journalism.
History provides a fantastic opportunity to ignite
and engage your passion and interests in
culture, society and politics.
Studying History will help you develop into an
independent learner, a critical thinker and a
decision maker. All of these personal assets will
make you stand out as you progress to A level,
university and/or the workplace. Students who
study GCSE History often continue to study
History at A level and take Government and
Politics, English, and other humanities subjects
alongside it.

MEDIA STUDIES
Year 9 Options Booklet
Qualification:

GCSE

Awarding Body:

Eduqas

Course Outline
Most of us watch films, watch TV and use social
media and websites. Media Studies give us the
skills to understand how the media influences us
and how we use it.

ASSESSMENT METHOD:
Assessment will be a combination of 70% exam
and 30% non-exam production work.
There are written and practical components.
The non-exam production will be an individual
media product for a specific audience in response
to a brief. It will involve using Photoshop to
create a print based media product, whilst using
the skills and knowledge acquired throughout the
course.

You will learn about the media industry and how
camera, sound, editing and mise en scene are used
to target an audience and how people watch and
respond to the media forms.
Each media form will have a historical and
contemporary set product that you will analyse in
depth.
You will study the following media forms:

“Media is fun, interesting and quite easy to

Newspapers
Advertising and Marketing
Video Games
Music Video’s and Online Media

“Media is definitely one of my favourite subjects.
It’s informative and interesting.”

Of course creative work is also important and you
will use media software to make short films and
print texts; helping you to learn theory through
practice throughout media studies.

understand. It’s satisfying because I am working
hard and getting the grades I want.”

Magazines
Film
Radio
TV

Post 16
Opportunities and Careers

With the media being such a big influence on today’s
society the ability to analyse and deconstruct media
texts is a key skill.
As such, studying Media is invaluable to any career
path which values creativity, teamwork skills,
individual initiative and effective communication skills.
Many of our students also continue to study Media
and Film at A level and have gone on to degree
courses, as well as working for the BBC and Pinewood
Studios.
Potential careers:
- Social Media Manager
- Digital marketer
- Reporter
- Animator
- Broadcaster
- TV Presenter
- Graphic Designer
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- Special effects designer
- Media makeup artist
- Teacher
- Editor Camera operator
- Computer game designer

For further information please contact Miss
Karpathiou on: Media@astreaernulf.org

RELIGIOUS STUDIES
Year 9 Options Booklet
Qualification:

GCSE

Awarding Body:

AQA

Course Outline

ASSESSMENT METHOD: 100% Exam

This course will encourage you to think about the
‘big questions’ in life and the way in which people
have attempted to answer these questions.

There are two, 1 hour 45 minute, written exams
and no controlled assessment

The course raises a range of topical questions such
as
Why do people believe in God?
Is violence ever justified?

Post 16
Opportunities and Careers

Much of the course can be directly linked with
other subjects and everyday life, leading to the
subject being highly desired in numerous
occupations and career choices.
These include jobs such as: doctors, journalists,
lawyers, teachers, analysts, social workers. The
list is endless.
Companies and especially universities recognise
the unique skills which religious studies develop.
This course is fast becoming a key subject for
universities because of the diversity of society in
general and how important it is to have knowledge
and understanding of other people’s beliefs.

How did the Universe come into being?
Should the death penalty be allowed?
Is it ever right to take a life?
Why is there suffering in the world?
How should we treat animals?
You will have the opportunity to think through your
own views and to learn about the views and
perspectives from at least two different religions.
You will also study two religions in greater detail
learning about their beliefs and practices.
By studying this course students will also be
developing the following skills:


To think critically and present a logical
argument



To express themselves clearly in discussion
and written form



To develop conceptual thinking skills in order
to explore ideas



To develop the ability to evaluate evidence
and understand different values



To be able to support conclusions with reason
and evidence



To become a reflective thinker.

If you have any questions please contact Miss
Thompson: Humanities@astreaernulf.org
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Year 9 Options Booklet

BTEC Options
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DIGITAL
TECHNOLOGY (ICT)
YearINFORMATION
9 Options Booklet
Qualification:

BTEC

Awarding Body:

Edexcel

ASSESSMENT METHOD:
The course consists of three components of
work.
Component 1: User Interface design principles
and project planning techniques.
(Internally assessed coursework worth 30%)
Component 2: Collecting, presenting and
interpreting data.
(Internally assessed coursework worth 30%)
Component 3: Effective digital working practices.
(Externally assessed exam worth 40%)

For further information please contact Mr Cook
Enterprise@astreaernulf.org

Course Outline
This qualification will teach the learner what different
technologies could be used, why they should use them
and how to make best use of them, to gather, store,
manipulate and present data; this is known as data
management.
They will learn about tools and techniques for use in
different digital hardware and software technologies,
and how these can be integrated to create digital
solutions to manage and communicate data and
information. They will also be taught what data and
information are and the legal, ethical and moral
considerations when using technology to gather, store
and present data and information, and how to mitigate
the risks of cyber-attacks.
Students will be able to understand and appreciate the
importance of data collection and how to present this
data to help the customer. Students will also be able to
look at complex data and be able to analyse it.
Students will learn how to plan and manage their own
projects, including the design of thier own working
user interface.
will

Students should also have the opportunity to work with
technology giants Apple, who support us with the user
interface design element of the course.

Post 16
Opportunities and Careers

ICT skills are essential for success in employment
and higher education and are among the
fundamental transferable skills required by
employers. GCSE ICT deliver these skills across
the whole range of learning styles and abilities,
effectively engaging and inspiring all students to
achieve great outcomes.
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ENGINEERINGYear 9 Options Booklet
Qualification:

BTEC Level 1 or 2

Awarding Body:

Edexcel

Post 16
Opportunities and Careers

What are BTEC Tech Awards?
Designed specifically for schools, BTEC Tech
Awards are brand new Level 1 and Level 2
qualifications for first teaching in September 2017.
Complementing GCSEs and providing a first
glimpse into a professional sector, these
qualifications assess students through
assignments and tasks rather than traditional
exams.
How will the subject be useful to me in the future?
BTEC in Engineering will provide a foundation for
many of the different strands of engineering: e.g.
marine, aeronautical, mechanical, etc. Your work
will be graded with a pass, merit or distinction. This
could help you with your application to Sixth Form
or college, or be a way into the world of
engineering, helping you to gain a job at the end of
Year 11.

If you have any questions please contact Mr Trewin
Technology@astreaernulf.org

Course Outline
The course is made up of three components: two
that are internally assessed and one that’s externally
assessed.
The three-block structure, explore, develop and
apply, has been developed to allow students to build
on and embed their knowledge. This allows them to
grow in confidence and then put into practice what
they have learned.
The assessment structure is also designed so that
students can build on what they learn, and develop
their skills, as they move through the course.
Component 1
Exploring Engineering Sectors and Design Applications
Aim: get to know industry sectors and how they work
together to solve real-life problems.

Component 2
Investigating an Engineering Product
Aim: explore the types of materials, components and
processes used to make products, then reproduce and
test a product.

Component 3
Responding to an Engineering Brief
Aim: provide solutions to real-life problems by creating
their own engineered product.

ASSESSMENT METHOD:
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(Business Studies)
Year 9ENTERPRISE
Options Booklet
Course Outline
What is BTEC Business?
Do you want to know more about…
 Different types of businesses?
 How businesses link with the world around
you?
 What businesses do?
 The possibilities for working in business.
 How businesses work?
Business makes the world go round. It creates the
wealth we enjoy. Our economy depends on it.
Employers are hiring people who understand what
business is all about and how it works. They want
employees who are self-motivated, able to work well
in a team and communicate effectively.
The new Level 2 BTEC Tech Award in Enterprise has
been developed to provide knowledge of business
skills for students interested in any kind of business
career. This Certificate at Level 2 can lead onto
Diplomas at Level 3, A-levels at 6th Form, work, an
apprenticeship or other training courses.
Post 16
Opportunities and Careers

Students who achieve this qualification could
progress to study Level 3 qualifications and A
levels.
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Qualification:

Level 2 BTEC

Awarding Body:

Edexcel

By choosing BTEC Enterprise you will be following
a course which will look at issues such as:
• How do you set up and run a business? Would
you be any good at it?
• How do businesses communicate effectively with
each other and customers?
• What is the role of individuals in helping an
organisation to run effectively?
• How does the internet help business and how are
businesses using it more and more?

ASSESSMENT METHOD:
The course consists of three components of work.
Component 1: Exploring Enterprises
(Internally assessed coursework worth 30%)
Component 2: Planning and running an Enterprise
(Internally assessed coursework worth 30%)
Component 3: Promotion and Finance
(Externally assessed exam worth 40%)

If you have any questions please contact Mr Cook
Enterprise@astreaernulf.org

HEALTH AND SOCIAL
CARE Booklet
Year 9 Options
Qualification: BTEC Level 1 & 2

Course Outline
The course is made up of three components. Each
is assessed by a practical task.
Component 1 - Human Lifespan Development
The aim is to understand how we grow and
develop throughout our lives. The component is
internally assessed and is worth 30% of the course
During the component, you will:
Explore how individuals develop physically,
emotionally, socially and intellectually over
time
Investigate how various factors, events and
choices impact individuals’ growth and
development
Discover how people adapt to life events and
cope with making changes.







Component 2 - Health and Social Care Services
and Values
The aim is to get to know how the Health and
Social Care sector works and the care values that
lie at the core of it. The component is internally
assessed and is worth 30% of the course.
During this component, you will:
Learn which health and social care services are
available
Identify why people might need to use these
services
Discover who’s involved in providing these
services
Explore what might stop people from accessing
the services they need






If you have any questions please contact
Mr Dewar: healthsocialcare@astreaernulf.org
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Awarding Body:

Edexcel

Component 3 - Health and Well Being
The aim is to improve someone’s health and wellbeing. This component is externally assessed and
is worth 40% of the course.
During the component, you will:








Learn what ‘being healthy’ means to different
people
Explore the different factors that might
influence health and wellbeing
Identify key health indicators and how to
interpret them
Assess an individual’s health
Create a health and wellbeing improvement
plan for that person, which includes targets and
recommendations of support services available
Reflect on the potential challenges the person
may face when putting the plan into action.

ASSESSMENT METHOD:
Two practical tasks are set internally with the
third task set by Edexcel.
Students achieve a grade for each component,
which are allocated points. At the end of the
course, we calculate the final grade by adding
the points from each component, and matching
this against the qualification grade point
thresholds.
Students need to achieve at least a L1 Pass or
above in the three components to achieve the
qualification.

Year 9 Options Booklet
Course Outline
This BTEC award is approached through units to teach
and assess students on specific musical skills, as well
as their employability skills within the music industry.
The course teaches many employability skills students
can translate across different subjects and careers.
Assessment is completed by staff for three of the four
units, with one assessed by external examination.
What will you study?

Introducing Music Sequencing (Staff Assessed Unit)

You will use sequencing software packages to create music
in response to a realistic, music-industry-led brief. Learn how
software is now capable of producing high-quality music that
even recently was only possible with large and expensive
hardware-based systems. Learn how to create music using a
variety of sources, including loops and software instruments;
edit your music by the application of different processes
such as quantisation, looping and note editing, and enhance
the sound by the addition of appropriate plug-in effects.
Learn how to create a final mix that will become a completed
audio file.

Introducing Music Recording – (Staff Assessed Unit)

You will use music technology to create multi-track
recordings. Record from audio sources such as acoustic,
amplified and electronic instruments and vocals. Learn how
to control the input signals from real sound sources using
gain and microphone placement. Once tracks have been
recorded, mix these sounds together into a finished
recording using processing tools such as reverb, chorus and
EQ.

The Music Industry – (Exam Assessed Unit)
You will learn how the music industry actually works, and
how you can best work within it once you have left education.
Understanding the business of music is vital for genuine
careers in the music industry, and other potential future
careers. While the unit is focussed on the business,
promotion, and management of Music, the core business
skills that are taught are incredibly useful and transferable to
other roles and potential futures.

Managing a Music Product – (Staff Assessed Unit)

This unit teaches students about the direct creation,
promotion, and production of a musical product. Students
will put together a live show from scratch (within the
academy) selecting artists, songs, the theme, building the
promotional materials, getting the message out there,
managing Health and Safety (supervised and checked with
staff, of course) and running the actual event itself. Again,
this teaches many invaluable and transferable skills.

MUSIC

Qualification:

BTEC Firsts Award for Music
(Music Technology Route)

Awarding Body:

Edexcel

ASSESSMENT METHOD:
Coursework + Examination
Assessment Levels: Pass, Merit, Distinction
You will be assessed on:
Ability to create Music using sequencing software
 Ability to record and mix Music in a studio
environment
 Ability to self-manage work, and to create a
musical product with peers
 Your understanding of the Music Industry


There is one written examination for this course,
which will take place in Year 11. The written
examination is on The Music Industry. All other units
are internally assessed by Music Staff, through
evidence portfolios (Videos/ Photos/Written Logs/
Etc.)

Post 16
Opportunities and Careers

Employers view a music qualification highly. The
skills involved show a student is capable of
individual discipline as well as having a creative and
analytical mind.
Music Qualifications can help you become a more
skilled and knowledgeable musician, a more astute
entrepreneur or a highly capable producer. They
allow learners to progress to Higher Education, into
the Industry or on to further specialised
qualifications.
What special skills do I need?
A passion for the creation and recording of Music.
The desire to be creative and explore musical and
expressive ideas.
 The desire to learn how business is run in the world
of Music and to take part in all activities.

For further information please contact Mr Edwards
Music@astreaernulf.org
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PERFORMINGYear
ARTS9 Options Booklet
Course Outline

Performing Arts
Performing Arts is a practical, engaging and
creative course. It provides opportunities to
examine performance, aspects of how it is made
and an insight into the workings of the industry.
This course will help you become an independent
student, critical thinker and effective decisionmakers – all personal attributes that can make you
stand out as you progress through education and
into employment.
It will ignite your creativity, passion and interests.
It provides freedom to experiment and take risks
whilst working on developing your own style,
leadership and collaboration skills.

Qualification:

BTEC

Awarding Body:

Edexcel

ASSESSMENT METHOD:
Component 1 – Exploring the Performing Arts
Weight: 30%
Aim: To gain an understanding of what it is like to be
a professional in the Performing Arts.
You will explore the world of Performance through the
work of existing practitioners as either a performer or
a designer. This component is internally assessed.
Component 2 – Developing skills and techniques in
the Performing Arts
Weight: 30%
Aim: To develop skills and techniques in your chosen
discipline(s) of acting, dance, musical theatre and
designing.
You will participate in workshops and rehearsals to
develop your sills. You will perform a piece from a
published work to an audience which will be
internally assessed.
Component 3 – Performing to a brief
Weight 40%
Aim: To consider how practitioners adapt their skills
for different contexts, and put this into practice in a
performance.

Post 16
Opportunities and Careers

With options to complete the non-exam
components of the course as a performer,
designer, or combination of both, the BTEC in
Performing Arts opens up a wide range of routes
for post 16 Study. This might include A Level
Theatre Studies or a vocational Performing Arts
course where you can study as an actor,
lighting, sound, costume or set designer.
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In this component you will be provided with a brief by
Edexcel. You will have a 12 week window to devise
your own performance workshop for a target
audience. After this, you perform your piece and it will
be sent off to be externally marked. This is your final
project in the place of a final written exam.
Written coursework will accompany practicals.
Written coursework will accompany your practical
work.

If you have any questions please contact
Miss Zientek: Drama@astreaernulf.org

Year 9 Options Booklet

SPORT

Course Outline

Qualification:

BTEC Level 1/2 First Award

What is BTEC Sport?

Awarding Body:

Edexcel

The BTEC Level 1/2 First Award in Sport is a flexible
programme of study that provides experience,
knowledge, and skills that will enable students to
further their knowledge of the sports and leisure
sector. The BTEC First Award in Sport is equivalent
to a GCSE qualification.
The course covers many different areas of the
sports sector, and includes topics related to
exercise, fitness, and practical performance. The
course will consist of both practical and theory
elements, covering a range of activities and topics.

Post 16
Opportunities and Careers

Students may elect to continue their studies at a
higher level through the St Neots 6th form, where
this course will assist the progression on to study
one of the BTEC Level 3 in Sport qualifications or
A Level PE.
In addition, this course will develop a range of key
skills that will enable students to embark on a
career in the sport and leisure industry, or will
support students in other potential career avenues
they may pursue post their studies with us.

If you have any questions please contact Miss Moniz
Sport@astreaernulf.org
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ASSESSMENT METHOD:
The Level 2 BTEC Sport course covers 4 units:
• Unit 1 – Fitness for Sport and Exercise (external
assessment)
• Unit 2 – Practical Sports Performance
• Unit 3 – Applying the principles of Personal
Training
• Unit 6 – Leading Sports Activities
As can be seen above, Unit 1 is assessed via an
‘external assessment’. The external assessment
consists of students completing an ‘on-line’
examination, and this exam will consist of multiple
choice, short, and long answer questions. The online system allows for use of video clips and other
technology to be included in the exam, giving
students a more interactive method of applying their
knowledge effectively to given scenarios.
The remaining units within the BTEC Sport
qualification are internally assessed. These units
require students to create a range of evidence to
confirm achievement of the key criteria. The
assessments are designed, set, and marked by
teaching staff within the Academy. There are a
range of different methods of assessment for our
vocational courses, and these can include
delivering presentations, obtaining witness
statements from teachers, role plays, as well as
more traditional ‘essay style’ assignment tasks.

